Dashboard Overview

Dashboard Overview Outline

Dashboard Overview (https://dashboard-test.pcc.com)

◦ Five dashboards (navigation bar) and a new home page
◦ Proud to Introduce 'The New Dashboard Home Page'
◦ Available in the next release 6.16 (July 28th)
◦ Three specific areas of the new Home Page
  ▪ My Practice Status - My Dashboard Priorities - Dashboard News

MY PRACTICE STATUS

◦ Features a Financial & Clinical Pulse for your practice
◦ The Pulse values represent the current OVERALL clinical & financial health of the practice
◦ Pulse values are based on a scale of 0 to 100 - 0 being worst and 100 being the best
◦ RED is WARNING - ORANGE is FINE (middle of the road) - GREEN is DOING WELL
◦ The values are calculated based on multiple measures (MOUSE OVER BUBBLE) which are then weighted, e.g:
  ▪ Financial side: Revenue-per-visit carries a heavier weighting (split out from three sub measures)
  ▪ Clinical side: Well Visit Rates of older kids is weighted heavier along with ADD/ADHD followup Visit Rates

MY DASHBOARD PRIORITIES

◦ Highlight & bring to your attention measures of particular concern
◦ Split into two segments - 3 Top Priorities to focus on - Next Priorities - scored lowest to highest
◦ Hyperlinked for your convenience to bring you directly to the drill down data for that measure
◦ A highly efficient tool to target areas of concern to work on when you only have limited time

DASHBOARD NEWS

◦ Useful section that will have news on current and future updates as well as helpful PCC and industry news & links

FIVE DASHBOARDS TO WORK FROM TO REFLECT AREAS OF YOUR PRACTICE
1. Billing & Revenue
2. Coding
3. Clinical
4. EDI
5. Productivity